This paper shows the debugging facilities provided by the SLAM system. The SLAM system includes i) a speci cation language that integrates algebraic speci cations and model-based speci cations using the object oriented model. Class operations are de ned by using rules each of them with logical pre and post-conditions but with a functional avour. ii) A development environment that, among other features, is able to generate readable code in a high level object oriented language. iii) The generated code includes (part of) the pre and post-conditions as assertions, that can be automatically checked in the debug mode execution of programs.
Introduction
The paper presents the debugging subsystem of the ongoing project SLAM. The SLAM system allows the user to specify a program in a very high level speci cation language. It is an object oriented formal speci cation language that integrates algebraic speci cations and model-based speci cations. An algebraic speci cation, like those proposed by the OBJ language family 3, 13, 2] or Larch- LSL 4] , is self-contained and independent of the chosen types in the code. Basically a system is described by a decomposition in data types/classes. The behaviour of an operation is described in terms of other operations. On the other hand, speci cation languages based on abstract models, as Z 17], VDM 8] or Larch interfaces languages 4], have a series of primitive mathematical domains (sets, sequences, tables, etc) to model in an abstract way all data identi ed during the process of development. Speci cation of operations uses (explicitly or implicitly) two predicates (pre/post-conditions) that describe the relationship between the input and the output by means of a logic formula.
As we will see, SLAM uni es both kind of languages by specifying operations by logical pre and post-conditions, but restricting logical formulae to a computable view of quanti ers as traversal operations on data.
The language is the heart of a system that integrates all the stages in the programming process: analysis, design, implementation, documentation and validation.
A SLAM program is not directly stored in a text le. The development environment allows to declare the full speci cation in a convenient way. Di erent SLAM components are di erent views of the system and they can be edited independently. In order to facilitate the understanding of SLAM we will show SLAM elements with a syntax that does not necessarily correspond neither with an internal representation nor the system presentation. They are generated via a friendly interactive interface, so the reader should not pay too much attention to the concrete syntax presented in this paper.
The SLAM system is able to generate executable and readable code in a high level object oriented language. Furthermore, the code contains runtime checkable assertions (ie the pre and post-conditions of operations) that will help in the declarative debugging process of the program. The user can change the automatically generated code (for instance, to make it more e cient) but the assertions can be reused to ensure that the new code behaves correctly.
The assertions are complex logical formulae, so they are, in principle, di cult to check. The SLAM system generates a Prolog program to check them. The Prolog program is linked with the C++ program to achieve the desired e ect.
We present here just a small subset of SLAM features. The discussion of full SLAM is beyond the aims of the paper and can be found in the SLAM webpage 15]. We focus on the most signi cant SLAM features and how to obtain the Prolog code to check the assertions. The translation from SLAM to Prolog is fully formalized.
In 12] a framework for assertion-based debugging is presented, in this work assertions are written using Prolog and a type language so the user cannot specify properties in such an abstract way as in SLAM. Other related work is 1], but in this case the user must specify a new algorithm in order to check the result of the original one. Disadvantages seem clear, both algorithms might be wrong and some error might be undetectable.
The paper organization is the following: we present the language in section 2, compilation schemes into C++ and Prolog in section 3 and the way in which Prolog assertion code is linked with the C++ program are presented in section 4. Section 5 presents conclusions and future work. 2 The Speci cation Language SLAM is an object oriented speci cation language. In this paper we present a functional (i.e. stateless) version of the language. A SLAM program consists in a collection of user de ned and prede ned classes. A SLAM execution is an expression involving one or more SLAM objects and function (method) calls. The next sections describe the main SLAM components.
Classes
In SLAM a class is de ned by specifying its properties. These properties declare and de ne all the characteristics of the class. A class is merely declared by giving a class name.
A class can declare internal attributes. Attributes specify the internal representation of instances of the class. In SLAM attributes are not de ned explicitly as in most of the imperative object oriented languages. A more declarative construction (algebraic types) has been directly introduced into SLAM to indicate that a certain syntactical construction belongs to the class.
Every scheme of declaration of attributes de nes an internal hidden attribute constructor. The attribute constructor and its arguments de ne an internal representation of the object and speci cation of operations can be written based on that model. For example, if we need a class to model 2D points, we can de ne the following class:
class Point is Cartesian (Real,Real) 2 Point and now expressions like Cartesian (1,2.5) are instances of the class Point.
There is no restriction on the names of these attribute constructors, it can even be omitted and replaced by a label 
Classes as types
A class de nes a datatype. In particular, it is clear that it represents an algebraic datatype when we move labels to constructors and di erent alternatives are collected in an union type. In the presence of inheritance, type de nitions are expanded. Using Haskell 9] notation, the previous classes can be translated to the following types, where constructors names are pre xed by the class name to avoid name clashing: Indexed collections. They are traversable OrderedIdxCollection As above, but respecting the order of elements
Traversals
Any class that represents a collection of elements could specify a traversal. A traversal is either a simple enumeration or a sequence of traversals.
A simple enumeration of a class is a triple ( rst, next, inside), where rst is a class function that returns the initial element of the traversal, next is a class function that eliminates the rst element and prepares it to give the following element of the traversal, and inside is a class boolean function indicating if the element already belongs to the traversal. { Arithmetic ranges n..m] are objects in SLAM, and can be seen as examples of simple traversals: rst returns n, next consist in adding one to the lower limit n+1..m], and inside is the function that checks if the lower limit is lesser or equal than the upper one n m. { A single element x is also a trivial example of a simple enumeration. { A sequence is another example of single enumeration: rst returns the rst element of the sequence, next eliminates the head of the sequence and inside decides if there are still elements in the sequence. As soon as a class has a traversal de ned (i.e. is an instance of the TravCollection class) an object of the class can be used in the place of a traversal. A general traversal is a non empty sequence of traversal: tr 1 , . . . , tr n ]. Traversals in the sequence can be of any class and the order is relevant, because the structure will be traversed using this order. Typically, it contains simple traversals or objects of TravCollection classes. There is just one traversal per class, although several rules to de ne it can be used depending on the di erent shapes of the attributes. Traversals are speci ed in the following way:
where Shape (x) indicates the shape of the object, and Traversal is a simple or general traversal. An example of a traversal of a binary tree is the element at the root (a simple enumeration), the left subtree (that can be traversed by the same method) and the right subtree.
Empty ; Node (ls, root, rs) ; root, ls, rs]
Notice that changing the order of this de nition means a di erent way to traverse the tree (for instance, rst traversing the left subtree, then the root, and nally the right subtree by using the traversal ls, root, rs]). A traversal can be interpreted as a way to generate a scheme of code to traverse the data. A simple enumeration can be translated into a single loop or a linear recursion, while a general traversal is moved to a multiple recursive code (even with parallel execution).
Class Operations
SLAM has a clear functional avour, so class operations (methods) can be represented by functions. For the shake of simplicity some syntactical distinctions have been introduced to distinguish standard object oriented aspects, although they can be inferred by the system. The classi cation of operations is the following:
Object constructors. An object constructor is a function designed to create new instances of a class. An object constructor declaration in class Class consists in the name of the constructor Friend functions. They are functions that involve two or more objects of the class and they have not special decoration to be declared.
Function invocation for constructors, observers and modi ers is done via the usual dot notation, i.e. function f of class Class is called in the object obj by the expression obj.f (a) or, in case of ambiguity, by obj.Class:f (a).
In SLAM a function is speci ed by a set of rules. Every rule involves a precondition that indicates if the rule can be apply, a function call scheme, and a postcondition that relates input and output.
The general form of a function speci cation is the following:
post :-Q(x; result) where P(x) is a SLAM formulae involving variables of the arguments (a) and Q(x; result) is another SLAM formula. The variable (and reserved word) result is always used to represent the computed value of the function. The formal meaning of that speci cation is the assertion of the following fact:
Although SLAM formulas and expressions will be de ned in detail later the reader can accept some examples on class Point:
constructor 2.6 SLAM formulae and quanti ers SLAM formulas are basically logic formulas using the usual logical connectives (and -conjunction, or -disjunction, not -negation, implies -implication, and equiv -equivalence), prede ned and user de ned functions and predicates, and quanti ers. SLAM formulas are typed in a similar way than other expressions. In fact, expressions and formulas share the syntax { every formula is an expression of type boolean.
SLAM expressions can combine objects with its own operations. Operations can be combined in any consistent way to produce new expressions. Expressions can use quanti ers of adequate types. Quanti ers are a key feature in SLAM and extend the notion of quanti er in logic. Quanti ers can compute not only the truth of an assertion but also any other value. Moreover quanti ers can be applied to any collection object. Examples of collections are sets, sequences, multisets, lists, trees, etc. The basic reading of a quanti er is the traversal of a collection object in order to apply an operation to all the elements in the collection. Therefore, the components of a quanti er are:
The quanti er itself that generalizes a basic binary operation. The description of the collection which is traversed. A lter (boolean expression) that indicates which elements in the collection are involved in the quanti cation. Filters are introduced to avoid the generation of many intermediate objects.
The quanti ed expression A quanti er is written in the following way:
x in D j lter (x) expression (x) where is the quanti er symbol (that indicates the meaning of the quanti er), D is a collection where the quanti er ranges, x is the quanti ed variable, lter is a boolean expression that restricts the elements of D that are taking into account for the quanti cation and expression is a function to interact with the quanti cation.
We describe some prede ned quanti ers, one for each kind, although SLAM includes all used in logic and many more: 
Computable SLAM expression
Any SLAM expression can be computed provided that quanti ers are applied to a FiniteTravCollection class. A FiniteTravCollection is a collection class whose instances can be traversed and they have a nite number of elements.
Asserting properties
The SLAM compiler is designed to produce executable and readable imperative code. One of the main features of the resulting code is that it contains debugging annotations, similar to the assert directive of C. The main idea is to include assertions to check pre and postconditions. However, this is not always possible. SLAM can generate checking code for formulas involving quanti cations over objects that can be nitely traversed, although it is not necessary -for postconditions -that they assign a value to result.
When a formula cannot be checked completely, the user (maybe later with the help of the SLAM compiler) can indicate three possible situations. For simplicity we apply them to the postcondicion but the same annotations can be done for the precondition.
The full formula can be checked. This is done by adding the keyword check to the formula. This is the case when the speci cation is yet a solution and in this case no annotation is needed. function f : (T) ! Class pre :-P(x)
Just a part of the formula can be checked. This means that it is a part of a conjunction, so we assume that rst part of the formula cannot be checked, and the second one is marked by the keyword and check. function f : (T) ! Class pre :-P(x) f (a)
post :-non-checkable-property(x, result) and check checkable-property(x, result)
The formula cannot be checked at all or the part that can be checked is not signi cant. In this case, the user can provide an approximation of the property that is checkable by placing it after the keyword either check. post :-check length (result) = length (banks) and forall i in 1..length(result)] result(i).name = banks(i) and result(i).amount = (sum t in ctrans j t.source = banks(i) t.amount) -(sum t in ctrans j t.destination = banks(i) t.amount) map n in banks MakeBank (n, (sum t in ctrans j t.source = n t.amount) -(sum t in ctrans j t.destination = n t.amount))
Additional features
SLAM includes some other features that are quite convenient for program speci cation. However, due to the lack of space we have omitted those characteristics that are less interesting for the purpose of this paper. Among them we can mention: Selectors, that extend patterns for hidden constructors of classes, Internal laws, to simplify the data stored in a class after any operation, a broad notion of visibility in case of aggregation, etc.
3 Compiling SLAM programs
Compiling SLAM to an imperative object oriented language
One of the main features of the SLAM is that is able to generate code from a speci cation. We will use C++ ( 16] ) as the target language. However the ideas are applicable to any language with similar characteristics (Java, Smalltalk, etc.). In this section we only sketch the main ideas for the compilation because this is not the main goal of the paper. An additional operation serialize is included in all the classes to store an element into a le. This operation is also automatically generated. In our previous example, we can obtain automatically a C++ code similar to the following one This automatically generated code is not necessarily intended to be an e cient code. In fact, it could be considered a prototype code, although in many cases the code is good enough. In those situations, or even in situations in which SLAM cannot generate code, the user can modify it and write an optimizing code.
In our previous example, the programmer can decide that it is better to traverse rst the transaction collection and then search the name of the banks to update the result. The new code is: Notice that the code contains a bug when the destination bank is found. Instead of decreasing the amount it is increased. Program assertions remain valid, so the bug will be detected when the program is executed in the debug mode.
Compiling SLAM to Prolog
More relevant for the purpose of the paper is the compilation of SLAM programs and assertions into a Prolog piece of code.
We use the Ciao/Prolog system 5] as the target language. The main reasons are our knowledge of the system and our easy access to the Ciao/Prolog system developers, the availability of some higher order features that simplify the implementation of quanti ers, and the existence of an interface to connect C/C++ and Prolog programs. Anyway, the most important ideas presented here are independent of the Ciao/Prolog system and are applicable to any other Prolog system.
We have already explained that the semantics of classes are algebraic types. Instances of classes will be translated using Prolog functors as data constructors. This is the usual way in which other declarative languages translates algebraic types into Prolog. The name of the class is added to the name of the constructor in order to avoid clashing in the presence of inheritance.
A formal speci cation of the translation of function de nitions is given in gure 1. Every function is compiled into three predicates that implements di erent functionalities. For every function f with arity n we will have the predicate 'sol-f ' that implements the function f. The arity of this predicate is n+1 where n is the arity of the function (remember that member functions in SLAM are functions with an element of the class as the rst argument). Predicates 'pre-f ' and 'post-f ' will implement the checking predicates of the pre and post-conditions of the function f.
The complete translation function translate (see gure 1) accepts a SLAM program as argument and returns a Prolog program. The de nition uses several auxiliary functions.
trans rule accepts a rule and the class where the rule appears and returns three Prolog clauses: for 'sol-f ', 'pre-f ' and 'post-f '. In the de nition a rule is represented by a record with six elds: class (the class where it is de ned), fname (function name), args (arguments), sol (the solution proposed by the rule), pre (checkable part of the precondition), and post (checkable part of the postcondition). trans sol, trans pre, and trans post are responsible for producing clauses for the function implementation and for checking the pre and post-conditions. trans expr produces Prolog atoms in order to translate a SLAM expression. trans expr(e, X, C) ensures that the Prolog variable X stores the computation of the expression e in the class C. trans inh is designed to produce the clause associated to an inherited function f de nition in class C checked by miss. de nes returns the ancestor class where a function is declared (see below for further details). trans term translates a term in a class into the corresponding Prolog representation (following the name policy described above).
In the compilation scheme presented in gure 1 c represents an attribute constructor while f represents a function. a 2 C produces all possible skeletons of terms in class C. log op is any SLAM logical operator computed in Prolog by the corresponding log op predicate 5 . trans prede ned 5 Notice that they cannot be implemented by the similar Prolog operations (conjunction $ ,, etc.) because SLAM boolean functions compute false as a valid result. We leave their de nitions as a trivial exercise. (e 1 , . . . , e n ); V; C) = trans expr(e 1 ; X 1 ; C), : : : ,trans expr (e n ; X n ; C), V is trans term(C; c)(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ). trans expr(f (e 1 ; : : : ; e n ); V; C) = trans expr(e 1 ; X 1 ; C), : : : ,trans expr (e n ; X n ; C), 'sol-f '(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; V). trans expr(obj.f (e 1 ; : : : ; e n ); V; C) = trans expr(f (obj, e 1 ; : : : ; e n ); V; C) trans expr(C':f (e 1 ; : : : ; e n ); V; C) = trans expr(f (e 1 ; : : : ; e n ); V; C 0 ) trans expr(result; V; C) = V is Result. trans expr(e 1 log op e 2 ; V; C) = trans expr(e 1 ; X 1 ; C),trans expr(e 2 ; X 2 ; C), log op (X 1 , X 2 , V).
trans expr( x in coll j lt e; V; C) = 'quan-'(coll, lt, e, V) contains a Prolog implementation of SLAM prede ned operations. Anyway the scheme deserves a deep discussion on some aspects:
It is important to note that the same predicate name is used to compute the same function in all the classes coming from the ancestor class. Some few words are needed to justify this decision and to show that it really handles the overloading produced by the use of inheritance. As Prolog has no types, a predicate can be applied to any number of functors on the top of arguments.
Remember that attribute constructors in di erent classes have di erent names. If f is a member function of C and the functions is applied to an expression e the generated Prolog atoms are: trans expr(x; Y; C), 'sol-f '(Y,R) Notice that the clauses of 'sol-f ' includes all the de nitions of f in the complete class hierarchy, so it does not matter the exact subclass A of C which x belongs to. As Y will not contain free variables and the attribute constructors in all the classes have di erent names, only the adequate original rule is applicable. A similar approach is used for 'post-f ' and 'pre-f '.
Patterns are translated into Prolog patterns, so parameter passing is handle by uni cation. This use of uni cation is quite e cient in Prolog because our programs only use the read mode of the underlying WAM machine. Function composition is handled by attening the functional structure and using auxiliary variables to connect the predicates.
There are additional technical details that must be solved. One appears when a function in class A is fully inherited from a class C, i.e. there are no rules for f in A. As the attribute constructors in both classes may be di erent, we need to add a clause to transforms the arguments to have the constructors in C and then call recursively the same predicate. Suppose that the attribute constructor in C is c and the attribute constructor in A is c' with possibly more attributes. The generated clause is:
The second one is how to compile a function call with explicit indication of the class. This expression could involve a type casting from an argument to an ancestor class. For each class C we could generate a predicate 'to-C' that transforms all the elements of any succesor class A into C. A call of the form obj.C:f (x) is translated into the atoms 'to-C'(obj,Obj), 'sol-f '(Obj,x,R)
Notice that the dispatch table used for the compilation of inheritance is simulated here by the use of di erent functors names (keys into the table) as well as the unique predicate with all the possible implementations of the function (the table itself). One can argue that in case of an intensive use of inheritance this huge predicate can be a source of ine ciency. Remember that the Prolog program is just used for debugging, so e ciency is not a crucial point. On the other hand, this possible source of ine ciency is partially solved by the indexing included in WAM-based Prolog implementations.
Translation of traversals and quanti ed expressions follow an interesting approach. The trans trav translation scheme is applied for any class C implementing the TravCollection and consists in the generation of a predicate in. The rst argument of the predicate is the traversable object, the second argument produces by backtracking all the values in the collection. A simple traversal is translated in this way:
while a traversal de nition using a sequence of traversals is translated into several clauses, one for each traversal in the sequence:
A trivial translation of a quanti er de nition is got by using the following predicate quanti er. Ciao/Prolog allows a special syntax f (A) := Expr :-condition to compute the function f as the expression Expr provided that condition holds. The Ciao/Prolog higher order contains the usual higher order functions, like~foldr(f; s; x 1 ; : : : ; x n ]) that computes the value of f(x 1 ; f(x 2 ; f(x n ; s) ). There is also a special syntax for lambda expressions (called predicate abstractions) n(X, R) :-Expr, where R stores the computed expression Expr applied to the arguments X. We show the implementation of some quanti ers as an example. In some cases the lter predicate can generate values in a very e cient way and a more e cient translation could be (Filter(X), in(Collection,X)) in the condition of the \ ndall construct. In principle, we have not information for choosing between both alternatives, unless we use some techniques borrowed from program analysis.
It is worth to mention that, by this translation, it will be clear that the SLAM selection quanti er provides the full power of Prolog search, what enhances the expressive power of SLAM.
Notice that the checkable part of function pre and post-conditions are translated also into special predicates. The only tricky question is the use of the same argument patterns of the function instead of the variables to ensure the adequate parameter passing even for the conditions. The last part of the translation that must be explained is the goal of the trans read (C) clauses.
For each class C a predicate with name 'read-C' is de ned in order to read an element of class C from a class. The format of the data in the le is exactly the same that is stored by the counterpart operation (serialize) of the C++ class for C. Due to the lack of space, we omit the de nition although it is an easy exercise. Let us show the Prolog code for our example. Again we have omitted some parts, and included some simpli cations to make it more readable, like the implementation of sequences as lists or the inclusion of intermediate predicates to compute the quanti ed expressions. It is obvious that the transformation can be improved avoiding several sources of ine ciency: generation of useless intermediate variables, predicate calls that can be folded, construction of the result in the head of the clause, etc. However, it is worth to mention that the Ciao/Prolog system includes several optimizations based on partial evaluation and global analyses in the compilation process that can solve part of the ine ciencies. The system can eliminate part of the conditions to be checked ( 11, 6] ).
Execution of assertions
We have developed a C++ library called "check.h" including the macros needed to execute the assertions. Basically, the library contains three operations: pre-check (function name, arguments), to check preconditions, post-check(function name, arguments, result), to check postconditions, and post-return-check(function name, arguments, result), to check a postcondition and return a value.
The interface between C/C++ and Prolog is very primitive. A string containing the goal is used to call the Prolog program. The arguments (and ocasionally the result) are stored in a le file via the serialize operation. A process is spawned to run the Prolog program, which reads from the le the arguments/result and calls the corresponding predicate. The use of the le for exchange information between the C++ program and the Prolog program can be optimized using a pipe to link the processes. As a pipe is handled as a le, there is no signi cant di erence w.r.t the previous scheme.
There is an alternative possibility. First of all, we modify serialize to construct a Prolog representation of data as a string. Then a Prolog goal of the form: assert (arguments (arg1.serialize (), ...argn.serialize (), result.serialize ()), arguments (A1, ..., An, Result), 'post-f' (A1, ..., An, Result).
is used to call the Prolog engine.
The Prolog assert is needed to ensure that the arguments are compiled. The main problem with this approach is that when the data are large, the string representation of the goal is longer than the accepted size by the Prolog compiler.
Additionally, the debugging execution produces a report on the pre/post conditions checked, indicating those conditions that where marked as a subformula (and check) or alternative condition (either check) of the full pre/post-condition.
Future work and Conclusion
We have presented the validation facilities of the SLAM system. From a high level speci cation the system generates code to execute the system including assertions to check pre and post-conditions of the program operations. These high level logical formulae are compiled into Prolog and the resulting program is responsible for checking them. The compiled SLAM program is linked with the assertion Prolog program to achieve the debugging facilities that are specially useful when the programmer decides to modify the automatically generated code.
The overall e ciency is acceptable. The execution of the program in the debug mode needs between 3-4 times the execution of the program itself.
The SLAM project is at the early stages of its development. The speci cation language is not fully de ned yet and the system (environment, compilers, libraries, etc.) is under development. We plan to have a prototype with the debugging facilities by the date of the workshop.
The SLAM project and its debugging facilities seem to be a very useful tool to develop high quality programs, i.e. error free with respect to the speci cation, clean, easy to read and manipulate to achieve modi cations either in the speci cation or in the generated code, fully documented and including high level declarative debugging facilities to allow optimizations in a reliable way.
The debugging facilities can be used for other purposes. It is easy to modify the system to allow assertions along the code, for instance to check loop invariants.
For the behaviour of the system is case of failure of the debugging assertions we rely on the underlying debug facilities (the e ect of assert in C++ in our case). Of course it is possible to modify this behaviour to use failures to locate more precisely the bug and the wrong function in the vein of algorithmic debugging 14].
